
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maximizing Efficiency Through Google Search 

a module by Aaron Hagenbüch 

 



In pursuit of the perfect search... 
The purpose of this module is to maximize efficiency through Google Search. After navigating the 
provided materials, you will be able to identify and utilize advanced features within the search interface, 
and improve upon the quality of search results. 
 

Are You Feeling Lucky? 
If you go to www.Google.com, you will notice that there are two buttons under the search box: Google 
Search and I’m Feeling Lucky. Traditionally, when pressed, the second button does not provide you with 
a search result, but rather takes you to the very page that Google deems most relevant. This virtual roll 
of the dice, actually provides an interesting look into how Google weighs results, and can provide you 
with the questions that you should be asking, in order to reduce the time needed to generate the 
desired quality of listings on the search engine results page (SERP). 
 
While the I’m Feeling Lucky button may be a clever throwback to Clint Eastwood’s famous line in  Dirty 
Harry, we ultimately do not want to rely on a guess to answer a question - our goal is to eliminate the 
element of luck from our online searches entirely.  
 

Well, are you? 
The I’m Feeling Lucky button is no longer enabled by default on www.Google.com. Once a you enter a 
query into Google, the auto-suggest feature (known as Google Instant), kicks in and effectively disables 
the option to use this feature. To enable the I’m Feeling Lucky button,  
 

1. Complete a search  
 

 
 

2. On the SERP, click on the gear box at the right of the page, and select Search settings 
 

 

http://www.google.com/
https://www.google.com/preferences?hl=en&prev=https://www.google.com/search?q%3Djkh%26oq%3Djkh%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57j0l5.265j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0-oinyjsk0
https://www.google.com/webhp?tab=ww&ei=wySKVJeAC4evggSLh4KwCQ&ved=0CAMQ1S4#q=what+is+the+meaning+of+life
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0-oinyjsk0
http://www.google.com/


 
3. Under Google Instant predictions, select Never show Instant results 

 

 
 

4. Click Save at the bottom of the page 
 
Google will confirm that your preferences have been saved. Now when you go to www.Google.com and 
conduct a search, some Instant results may still appear - however you now have the option to click the 
I’m Feeling Lucky button. 
 

 
 

5. You will now be sent directly to the location of the top search result 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_of_life
http://www.google.com/


6. Conduct a search of your own. Enter the query, as well as the url in the space provided below 
 

Search query: 

URL:  

 

What happened? 
If you found what you were looking for, your search was descriptive enough to produce the exact result 
you were looking for. Congratulations! 
 
In the case of searching for the meaning of life, we find that the Wikipedia entry for Meaning of Life was 
deemed most relevant by Google. However, in many academic pursuits, just as with many of life’s 
pressing questions, we discover that there is no single answer, and more often than not, we must be 
very specific in order to produce results that have personal meaning to us. In the case of the Wikipedia 
result, it may be viewed as the most relevant, for its sheer volume of traffic, or through the inclusion of 
scholarly citation. This is why it is crucial to understand the importance of context, within each and 
every Google search.  
 

Deriving Context 
Context is what differentiates your search from somebody else’s. It includes your background, location, 
the language you speak, your age, intellect, and individual motivation. Google attempts to determine 
the best results for you by creating a profile from logged in sessions based on your age, gender, 
language, and interests (if you are logged into Google, you can view yours here). By combining data 
provided through Google+ and the websites you have visited, they serve catered results deemed most 
relevant to you, based on this criteria.  
 
As one might imagine, the accuracy of these profiles can vary quite dramatically, and tends to coincide 
with the amount of information that one is willing to provide. This is why differentiating your search by 
applying search modifiers is so important.  
 

Search Modifiers 
Despite the name, search modifiers are simply extra words that can be added to a search string in order 
to reduce the number of irrelevant results. Product searches, are perhaps one of the easiest ways to 
demonstrate how effective search modifiers can be.  
 

In Practice 
Let’s say you are in the market for a new laptop. Given the increased expense associated with such a 
purchase, it is not uncommon to cast a wide net and refine search queries over time, in order to 
determine exactly what you are looking for. One of the biggest search modifiers would be price, as this 
detail places limitations on what is and what is not a viable option.  
 
Your debut search might look something like this: 
 
best laptops under $500 

https://www.google.com/settings/u/0/ads
https://plus.google.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_of_life


 
In the above query, under $500 would be a search modifier, as it eliminates options that cost more than 
the designated price. As you navigate the buying cycle and learn more about what you want, additional 
search modifiers will establish boundaries that ultimately narrow down options, in order to arrive at the 
best possible solution for you.  
 
Incorporating your past experience with specific brands, the tasks you are looking to perform, and the 
features you require, all help to create a list of questions. Simply put, search modifiers will provide the 
answers to this list of questions, and effectively narrow the focus and clarity of your search results. 
 
Some questions you might ask yourself when purchasing a laptop might include: 
 
What brand of laptop do I want? 
What operating system do I prefer? 
How much memory will I need? 
How much storage will I need? 
Am I open to refurbished models? 
What screen size do I want? 
 
Create your own query and see if you can add any additional questions that might help you reduce the 
total of number of results that display. 
 

Search query: 

Additional modifiers: 

 

 
Building the Long Tail 
Once you are able to answer the questions necessary to determine what exactly you are looking for, 
your search will look quite different. As modifiers are identified, they are added to the query string in 
order to create what is known as a long tail keyword search. These expanded searches reduce the total 
number of results that display, and bring those with the highest relevance to the top of the page. 
 
When looking at our original search for best laptops under $500, it soon evolves into something much 
more specific, with the inclusion of five additional search modifiers that identify brand, display size, 
processor type, memory, and storage capacity: 
 
[ASUS] [15.6”] [AMD] [8GB] laptop [500GB] under $500 
 
Now when we enter the search into Google and click the I’m Feeling Lucky button, we are taken to a 
Best buy product page featuring a laptop model with these exact features - but unfortunately, it is out of 
stock. 
  
Though the result from Best Buy appears discouraging, all is not lost, for the result yields the following 
model number: X552EADH42. When we go back to www.Google.com and enter the model number into 

http://www.google.com/
http://www.bestbuy.com/site/asus-15-6-laptop-amd-a4-series-8gb-memory-500gb-hard-drive-gray-black/3215033.p?id=1219089217413&skuId=3215033


the search box, the I’m Feeling Lucky button takes us to the same model available through Amazon, and 
it includes free shipping. 
 

Navigating the Search Funnel 
Incorporating search modifiers and constructing long tail keyword searches is a process, and the steps of 
this process will vary depending on how complex your search is. This process can best be described as a 
search funnel. This concept represents the path that you take from awareness, to the point of purchase. 
Just as a funnel becomes more narrow as you near the bottom, so should the nature of the search 
queries. 
  
If we outline the steps taken in this scenario, we see this in practice. With each additional search 
modifier added, Google yields fewer results, until we arrive at a single laptop model that meets all of the 
designated requirements: 
 

Query Modifiers Results 

best laptops 0 671,000,000 

best laptops [under $500] 1 1,170,000 

[15.6"] [AMD] laptop [under $500] 3 1,130,000 

[15.6"] [AMD] [8GB] laptop [under $500] 4 990,000 

[15.6”] [AMD] [8GB] laptop [500GB] [under $500] 5 848,000 

[ASUS] [15.6”] [AMD] [8GB] laptop [500GB] [under $500] 6 727,000 

X552EADH42 0 17,300 

*Note the shape that the queries create. As the number of modifiers increase, the number of results decreases.  
 

Negative Search Modifiers  

While the dissection of the above search string focuses primarily on what the user wants based on their 
individual context, we also understand that knowing what you do not want, can be just as important. 
Negative modifiers are a simple way of reverse filtering options that you are not interested in. Just as 
regular modifiers are added to a search string to decrease the number of results, their negative 
counterparts can do the same. As the name would imply, negative modifiers include a minus sign (-) 
before a keyword that you do not want to include.  
 
Going back to our expanded search, let’s say you wanted the same specs, but did not know the brand of 
laptop that you wanted. In the past however, you had a bad experience with ASUS, and wanted to 
explore some alternative options. 
 
ASUS 15.6” AMD 8GB laptop 500GB under $500  
 
could be restated as 
 

http://www.amazon.com/X552EA-DH42-15-6-Inch-Laptop-Black-VERSION/dp/B00F0RD9QA


15.6” 8GB AMD laptop 500GB under $500 [-ASUS] 
 
Notice that the specs remain the same, however ASUS laptops will no longer be included in the SERP, 
and the I’m Feeling Lucky search now directs us to the Toshiba C55D-A5333 with the same features. 
 
Note: Google has come a long way in mapping potential searches. Using specialized features such as the 
Shopping tab, is a great starting point for understanding the spectrum of available features and options 
within product searches. Be aware however, these are all sponsored listings, and only represent a small 
sample of available options. Advertisers also bid on the right to display here for related items, which can 
sometimes make utilization of this feature counterintuitive vs. creating your own search modifiers. 
 

The Long Tail in Non-Product Searches 
Though searching for a specific product may be the best way to demonstrate the need to focus on the 
context of searches as they relate to you, by filtering out options that are of no importance, long tail 
queries can easily be applied to everyday searches. In this section, we will look at how you can apply 
modifiers in order to generate long tail search queries for image, news, and video content. 
 

Introductory Image Search 
Have you ever seen a piece of art, a picture, or even a meme, without any text to provide insight into 
where it originated or who produced it? Long tail searches are effective at identifying visual elements 
with little or no reference to their point of origin. 
 
Most people may recognize Vincent Van Gogh’s famous painting The Starry Night, however if the painter 
and the title of the piece was unknown, how would you go about searching it? Without using the artist 
or the title of the painting, see if you can generate five search modifiers that can help narrow down this 
painting if you were describing it to them: 
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

 
By incorporating elements of an image into your search, it is possible to find out. Without prior 
knowledge of the artist, the name of the masterpiece, or its associated fame, it really does help to try 
describing what you see. 
 
Some questions you might ask yourself based on the image could include: 
 
Is the image a photograph or painting? 
What are the predominant elements of the image? 
What colors are used? 
Are there any clues that hint toward the time period? 
 
From the image, we know we are looking for a painting. It includes a town, and the moon tells us that 
this is a night scene. There are blue hills under a blue sky, and in the foreground we have an unknown 
brown object. 
 
The description allows us to extract modifiers necessary to construct the following long tail search: 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/ea/Van_Gogh_-_Starry_Night_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg/1280px-Van_Gogh_-_Starry_Night_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
https://www.google.com/search?output=search&tbm=shop&q=laptops&oq=laptops&gs_l=products-cc.3..0l10.4901.6669.0.7197.7.5.0.2.2.0.97.360.5.5.0.msedr...0...1ac.1.60.products-cc..0.7.359.LQHSqeiX6KQ&gws_rd=ssl
http://www.amazon.com/Toshiba-15-6-Laptop-500GB-C55D-A5333/dp/B00H5ZZPRG


 
painting of town and hills with brown object in foreground under moon and stars blue night sky 
 
When we enter the above search into Google and click the I’m Feeling Lucky button, we find An Analysis 
on Vincent van Gogh’s Starry Night. 
 

Search by Image 
In this digital age, it is quite possible that you first viewed an unknown image in a digital format. If you 
can save the image, you can upload it into Google Image Search, and the engine will match elements of 
the image up against others, in order to present you with potential matches. To utilize this search 
feature,  
 

1. Go to Google Image Search and click on the camera icon 
2. Choose whether you want to paste image URL or upload an image (note, drag and drop 

functionality is also enabled in this window) 
3. Once entered, the SERP will display results that have this image within the page content, along 

with image variations that are visually similar. 
 

 
 

Note: The box to the right of the search results is known as The Knowledge Graph. This displays quick 
facts based on the content of a search. Given the popularity of The Starry Night, Google automatically 
displays information about the artist, time period, genre, as well as the subject of the painting - which 
can also be used to generate potential search modifiers. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/ea/Van_Gogh_-_Starry_Night_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg/1280px-Van_Gogh_-_Starry_Night_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://www.vggallery.com/visitors/002.htm
https://www.google.com/search?tbs=sbi:AMhZZiuUb8dKYTGq8AnQZvWJlD798ncw3CpjnqmwtvElzLimHHLa_1Fx197Fc7EpzxsTIYFi8cuZzjj0ZYLcHEcIdsW4-ZC4lmTjZBOdICQu-sxf28AdNEC92qj6FMDFUqrE8qg4oDTbaRrzGvWnzgZlVwICFiwnfgV0vEbkVIZRJgN8pzujoFqOLBHr6Y2YTmaisBA0m3tyuB660mfOO4WAn3w8bJBL35FuVzRERCmdSJrfjMTCaAPDeRBbsGDGVCKoeallMBjj67Yu98ZNOUtpHUnuDmvykXrzbUxiI8oQFD1XvXT8OhjCMRKjOnuOIRr-k-kWMI5F-OieLYoJjlXKn0HuQrsTLFmzvxTW7wctpfZHFNnguNj6h84WzS9zo-N_1-PJVUWibbf-21fE2dtsSj0XFZSIfoRDNWw_1sIfxwfE_1qpkA8aNuf5hS-7mz05ribYIB2QHBgzXXTD4a6g3ZkPIBAc0EbeiupZuzhsWNG2hnY3WsuvCHPOUMiupIFbBC0QmYyVBFgZ6UhPqDx1XnlGmOzCV2JjQWF_1LYnKWFS-QZbX0kkZiCiOan9qma8bsP_1rFAhL3IZ8FQHuX-UB_1SLRAhj3jcCx3rrNwxSKoYrQHCuJU1j_13DsjvH7er1XyZp6yblOkchhkkUzfo5_1zJ0LDOoVAjfvN6b6IkkxrUSrxOc83-YwPd_1UoETULu20KIOAdp9d1suxo3PbrawjCaiWUpvTIOWKxCeeVhe0wlWpXkZrj98_11QaKMF0u_16JcSbgz7PBxw2xokkwgEpdoiE5fgfQ973INWryzRL5-wKVpU6C--tqyX3tlUuFhiSPHEsCfXbKGpk6Flsu_10HbU1nddOMOIxMfZvmFRgUMZ2T7hY2FY58m1hK7CB447Ww0XKmV2JYkAfbiPWklUWGw6NXki_1xq17JkMYy7fj0sxPQhwIqzP95hTrZEtLrZUc5SLlODHik34svidzF-N_1uDfnbXsjyhTY3hKIacgfke05vHPXmNbQ5D4BjRoBmJu_11QPpx7yy2thDA4knvESGd5RgJO3H6magjOuzE5-bbfiFSqYPDdUznQSt9xmCmIplGNCZmcVNQ6D7qcgTWqqLZ9E9deB2LxzJlGqzIeti4BYVCFZfq1UwpQON6ASS_1h_1RWXyEjle0EphZ6Iwa2RcEBcSJZ36qjLEazXlvW4CSvUhQMc2K328CuR_1-T3I9OfDSYnXBSAdyepWE3khbETBYhzUreN9sGctKr05cSnKBNGyWDjomMq_1hPvj88wNyDE5fzuer38qbRkUFyZUIAUiyl83aCw2Mkfbj3YZAiEysEND5chhQSKOdkXd4B4KuEz7hLYrtPzxmqam-B5cGgqVt5EPQ0QP7NUObMrUtBtMaxvZ0vp7JLHvIKUgL2-d0tPARBf5uycUcbhfaKJgqJkqnQZF4gQjFABtd8-4vZdIMS5ZwvkhjuoyD3xUmgq0gvm1w2KbAXXE3BtJdeM5Lj4Yu2Hr0M85Nao2P5ivw5CVDUnflfKV4sj19tUWshJ4rAbWEJqFJDB413JowIRAD7WqTv_1ryW3UgWcrvJaVXOBpdx5iW0uQKbuKrkO9g8trb0381GrISPUkctPipev1gplfawC3L8V77jzBOJZGogg
https://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html
http://www.google.com/imghp
http://www.vggallery.com/visitors/002.htm


 

Advanced Image Search 
Much like we observed during our search for the perfect laptop, we may want to narrow the focus of 
our search in order to produces fewer, more relevant results. This can be accomplished by adding filters 
through Google Search tools. To access these features, 
 

1. Click on the Images tab, located underneath the search box 
2. By default, results are sorted based on keyword relevance and site popularity. You can set 

additional parameters and change the way these listings are generated by clicking on the Search 
Tools button, located to the right of the Images tab 

3.  Once clicked, the following options will display: Size, Color, Type, Time, Usage rights and More 
tools 

 
  

4. Each of these options will change the type of images that are displayed. The following grid 
highlights the options available under each menu item. Experiment with these features in the 
Google interface, and observe how they change the listings displayed. 

 

Are You Feeling Lucky? 
Take this opportunity to test your skills and see if you can answer the following questions based the 
image search information covered. 
 

1. Though we know the painting and the artist, let’s see how many questions can you generate 
based on the image search tools, in order to narrow your results? Feel free to incorporate the 
modifiers you created earlier to build relevance. 

 
2. Construct your own revised long tail keyword search string with the modifiers generated, and 

take a screenshot of the SERP. Were you able to display on page one of Google? 
 
 

“Diligence is the mother of good luck.” 
-Benjamin Franklin 

 
 
 

 
 
Introductory News Search 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZLeVIXI_yil7id2UBl705qUDeTMhxoFbaOhdLu2O_Zk/edit
https://www.google.com/search?q=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh&espv=2&biw=1920&bih=995&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=9p-KVNphx5s2w8CBsA4&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZLeVIXI_yil7id2UBl705qUDeTMhxoFbaOhdLu2O_Zk/edit


Now that you know the name of painting, and have identified search tools that can refine image results, 
you can search for current information available for The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh. The News 
tab, as the name would imply, displays Google results categorized as news. These listings tend focus on 
recent and noteworthy information about current events from verified news sources vetted by Google. 
To access these results, 
 

1. Click on the News tab, located underneath the search box 
2. By default, results are sorted by relevance over the last 30 days. Just like your last image search, 

news listing priority can be modified by clicking on the Search Tools button, located to the right 
of the News tab 

3. Once clicked, the following options will display: All news, Any time, and Sorted by relevance  
 

 
4. Each of these options will change the type, age and priority by which news results are 

generated. The following grid highlights the options available under each menu item. 
Experiment with these features in the Google interface, and observe how they change the 
listings displayed. 

 

Advanced News Search 
If you have a specific site that you regularly receive news from, and you would like to find information 
on a given topic, you can utilize Google’s Site Search. To use this feature,  
 

1. Type site: into the search box 
2. Without using spaces or prefixes, enter the site that you would like to search (cnn.com) 
3. Now enter a space, and type the following query the starry night by vincent van gogh 
4. Your end result should look like this: site:cnn.com the starry night by vincent van gogh 
5. The results will filter out any listings that reside outside of the CNN.com website 

 
Note: The Site Search feature is not limited to news, and can be used to search on any site. Because 
Google indexes pages, they have a record of all site content. In this case, the URL acts as a modifier and 
limits the results. The benefit of using this feature in Google allows you to use the advanced Search 
tools feature, despite the fact that internal site search may lack this functionality. 
 

Are You Feeling Lucky? 
Take this opportunity to test your skills and see if you can answer the following questions based the 
image news information covered. 
 

1. Using the CNN.com site search instructions above and utilizing the search tools in Google, 
designate a custom date range to only view news results from November 1-30, 2014 (refer to 
the grid if necessary), copy and paste the link of the top result.  

https://support.google.com/news/publisher/answer/40787?rd=1#ts=3179198
https://www.google.com/search?source=lnms&q=starry%20night%20by%20vincent%20van%20gogh&tbm=nws&sa=X&ei=vp6KVJz-HPWLsQSvtYCoDA&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAg&biw=1920&bih=995#tbm=nws&q=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pmqTHNDv29aqO-xAHZP8UinuSYeVeF8OiyOp4rf74kE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pmqTHNDv29aqO-xAHZP8UinuSYeVeF8OiyOp4rf74kE/edit


 

URL: 

 
2. Read the article and create a search string by extracting search modifiers. Conduct a Google 

search, and see if you can get the same article to display at the top of the page without using the 
News tab. Take a screenshot and include the successful search string below. 

 

Search query: 

 
 
 

“In my experience, there’s no such thing as luck.” 
-Obi Wan Kenobi 

 
 
 
 

Introductory Video Search 
If YouTube were a search engine, it would be second only to Google, however search results on this site 
will not yield content from other popular video sites such as Vimeo, Twitch, LiveLeak or Vine. With 
homegrown video becoming more popular, there is a benefit to utilizing Google Video Search, as it 
allows you to aggregate video results from all across the internet.  
 
Instead of using the specific Google Video Search URL, results can also be accessed within the traditional 
search interface. To use this feature, 
 

1. Click on the Videos tab, located underneath the search box 
2. By default, results are sorted by keyword relevance, regardless of upload date. The way these 

results are generated can be modified by clicking on the Search Tools button, located to the 
right of the Video tab 

3. Once clicked, the following options will display: Any duration, Any time, Any quality, All videos, 
Any source 

 

 
 

4. Each of these options will change the length, age, quality and source of the video results 
generated. The following grid highlights the options available under each menu item. 

http://www.twitch.tv/
https://www.google.com/videohp?hl=en&gws_rd=ssl
http://www.liveleak.com/
https://vine.co/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d_vpFcKA7mSaUkRquQe9Wi3aNGAb0e_7sUJMLZo0enY/edit
https://vimeo.com/
https://www.google.com/search?source=lnms&q=starry%20night%20by%20vincent%20van%20gogh&tbm=nws&sa=X&ei=vp6KVJz-HPWLsQSvtYCoDA&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAg&biw=1920&bih=995#q=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh&tbm=vid


Experiment with these features in the Google interface, and observe how they change the 
listings displayed. 

 

Advanced Video Search 
If you didn’t find what you were looking for, you may be searching for something very specific or 
relatively new. In this case, Google search results may fail to display the best results. YouTube has such a 
high volume of fresh content, and Google adds relevance to videos that have higher view counts and 
positive user ratings in its search results. Because of this, it is very possible that newer videos have yet to 
be indexed by Google - essentially making them invisible when using video search tools. To conduct an 
advanced search on YouTube, go to the site, 
 

1. Type the starry night by vincent van gogh into the search box at the top of the page 
2. The search results should look similar to those generated in Google. Underneath the search bar, 

click on Filters 
3. Many of the filter options will mirror those we just covered, however when you click on This 

Week, you will notice several results that do not display in Google 
 

 
 
Note: You can see that this feature is successful for keeping up-to-date on the latest results, YouTube’s 
robust community provides some additional benefits, such as sorting videos by rating and view count. 
These are also forms of modifiers, even though they are likely unable to be incorporated into 
conventional searches on Google. 
 

Are You Feeling Lucky? 
Take this opportunity to test your skills and see if you can answer the following questions based the 
video search information covered. 
 

1. Using the YouTube search filters on the following query, copy and paste the URL to the most 
viewed video of 2014.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh


URL: 

 
2. In Google, using the following search string, make this video result appear at the top of the page 

by only using the search tools. Take a screenshot of the Google SERP and list the video search 
tools utilized (refer to the grid if necessary). What search tools did you use? 

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

 
 
“The best luck of all is the luck you make for yourself.” 
-Douglas MacArthur 
 
 

The Nature of Google 
While the I’m Feeling Lucky result can act as a litmus test to indicate “the perfect search”, Google Instant 
does provide a unique benefit in helping assist in the search process by suggesting popular variations on 
introductory searches. 
 
Because the Google algorithm adapts to and learns from user input, your newfound search techniques 
just might make your experience more fulfilling, as you become better equipped to tell the search 
engine what you want. Incorporating context through modifiers and creating long tail search queries are 
creating new keyword combinations every single time you use Google. So the next time you go to 
complete a Google search, you’ll realize that luck has nothing to do with it. 
 
Tip: If you ever find yourself struggling to generate a quality search result, Google does provide a broken 
down version of their Advanced Search outside of the main user interface. To access these features 
without the URL, 
 

1. Click on the gear box at the far right of the SERP 
2. In the drop-down, select Advanced search 
3. Enter the appropriate prompt and search away! 

 
Note: Google also provides little refreshers on how to use 
these features within the search interface, including 
prioritizing important words and using minus signs to exclude 
certain results. 
 

     Happy Searching! 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d_vpFcKA7mSaUkRquQe9Wi3aNGAb0e_7sUJMLZo0enY/edit
http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/instant/about.html
https://www.google.com/webhp?tab=ww&ei=362KVLuhF8jhsASmgoH4Dg&ved=0CAcQ1S4#q=the+starry+night+by+vincent+van+gogh&tbm=vid
https://www.google.com/advanced_search?q

